Social networks, mobility and the cloud represent special and unique opportunities for synergy among several existing and emerging communities that are now often evolving in isolated silos. All three areas hold much promise for the future of computing, and represent significant challenges for large scale data management. As these three areas evolve, their direct influence on significant decisions on each other becomes evident and critical. This panel will bring together a set of renowned researchers who will explore and discuss the synergy and tensions among critical and often intertwined research and application issues that arise in the context of social networks and mobility in a cloud infrastructure setting.
INTRODUCTION
Social networks, mobility and the cloud represent special and unique opportunities for synergy among several existing and emerging communities that are now often evolving in isolated silos. All three areas hold much promise for the future of computing, and represent significant challenges for large scale data management. As these three areas evolve, their direct influence on significant decisions on each other becomes evident and critical. In particular, the cloud has evolved as a new infrastructure paradigm that is a favorite for most computing applications, especially with its attractive pay-as-you-go model. This makes it especially attractive for large scale, elastic novel applications. Social networks have exploded in the last few years with diverse and novel large scale needs, connecting diverse communities and demanding ever increasing resources, thus, exploiting the cloud to the maximum degree. Mobility has been an important and significant aspect of many computing applications for a while now. However, the advent of the cloud and social network applications raises many important challenges when confronted with mobility due to it highly dynamic nature. The potential for cross fertilization among these three areas of important research will drive much of the research in academia, and the products in industry. However, each of these areas also has its own particular demands and needs, which are often at odds with each other. Hence, there is typically much tension between the needs of the applications, i.e., social network and mobility needs, and those of the underlying cloud infrastructure. This often causes controversy when discussing these seemingly diverse topics together. This panel will bring together a set of renowned researchers who will explore and discuss the synergy and tensions among critical and often intertwined research and application issues that arise in the context of social networks and mobility in a cloud infrastructure setting.
SAMPLE QUESTIONS
This is a list of sample questions that can be asked to our panelists:
1. Is the title of this panel simply a string of buzz words of hot topics, with the goal of attracting audience, but really there is nothing else that ties them together?
2. Are the current designs of data centers and cloud software driven by commercial needs only, and especially in the context of social networks and mobility? Can we explore alternative approaches with very different outcomes? 
